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EXT IN PRE-ABELIAN CATEGORIES

F R E D RICHMAN AND ELBERT A. WALKER

A natural definition for Έxt is given in an arbitrary
pre-abelian category. Ext is an additive bifunctor from the
category to abelian groups, the five lemma and the 3 x 3
lemma hold, and Extw may be defined in the usual projective-
less way to yield the standard exact sequence of Ext's.
Examples are given of what Ext is in various specific pre-
abelian categories.

1* Semi-stable kernels and cokernels* Throughout this paper

we shall be dealing with a pre-abelian category, that is, an additive
category with kernels and cokernels. If f: A~+B and ζ: Br —> B,
then we can complete the pullback diagram

by setting P = Ker F(f ©(-£)) where V: B 0 B — B is the codiagonal
map. We say that β is the pullback of / along ξ. Dually, we can
construct pushouts. In an abelian category pushouts and puUbacks of
kernels (cokernels) are kernels (cokernels). In pre-abelian categories
only half of this is true.

THEOREM 1. PuUbacks of kernels are kernels. Specifically, if
f = ker g and β is the pullback of f along ζ, then β = ker gξ.
Dually, pushouts of cokernels are cokernels.

Proof. Let a be the pullback of ξ along / so we have the
following diagram

If gξX = 0, then ξX = fφ so, by the pullback property, there is a
map θ such that βθ = λ (and aθ = <f). To show that θ is unique,
suppose βδ = 0. Then ξβδ = fad = 0 so ad = 0 since / is a kernel
and hence monic. But βδ = 0 and aδ = 0 imply that δ = 0 by the
pullback property.
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Pushouts of kernels need not be kernels, or even monic. In the
category of abelian p-groups with no elements of infinite height,
the kernels are the p-adically closed subgroups. If B is a direct
sum of cyclic groups of order pn for n — 1, 2, 3, and B is the
torsion subgroup of the corresponding product, and

= {geG:pg = 0),

then the diagram

B[p] > B

1
B[p]/B[p] >B/B[p]

is a pushout in the category. The top row is a kernel while the
bottom row is the zero map.

DEFINITION. A kernel (cokernel) is said to be semi-stable if
every pushout (pullback) is a kernel (cokernel).

Since a pushout of a pushout is a pushout, a pushout of a semi-
stable kernel is a semi-stable kernel. The product of kernels need
not be a kernel. In the example above B[p] —* B[p] is a kernel, and
B[p]^B is a kernel, but the composite B[p] —>B is not a kernel.
However we have the following.

THEOREM 2. The product of semi-stable kernels (cokernels) is a
semi-stable kernel (cokernel).

Proof. Let f: A—>B and g: B~+C be semi-stable kernels. Con-
sider the diagram

i
B —

C/£ = C/£

where /', g', and (#/)' are the cokernels of /, g, and gf. The upper
right square is a pushout so λ is a kernel. Suppose (gf)'ξ = 0.
Then #'ί = 0 so ξ = #0. But λ/V == (gfϊgφ = (#/)'£ = 0 and λ is
monic (since it is a kernel) so /V = 0 and hence φ = fψ whereupon
ζ — gfψ Since #/ is monic ψ is unique whence gf is a kernel of
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(gf)'. Thus the composite of semi-stable kernels is a kernel.
To show that gf is a semi-stable kernel consider the diagram

where the two squares are pushouts. Both bottom arrows are semi-
stable kernels, so their composite is a kernel. But the composite is
a pushout of gf along a. Hence gf is a semi-stable kernel.

2. Stable exact sequences. A sequence E is a diagram A—*B ^C
such that gf — 0. A morphism between two sequences E and Er is
a triple (a, β, 7) of maps such that fa = βf and g'β = 7#. We say-
that i? is ϊβ/ί exact if / is a kernel of g, right exact if g is a cokernel
of /, and exact if it is both left exact and right exact.

Suppose E is a sequence and a: A —* A! and /9: C —> C. Then we
can construct sequences aE and U7/9 as follows. To construct aE
pushout / along a.

„ 1' '/*
The map φ from P to C such that φβ = g and φf = 0 exists and is
unique by the property of pushouts. The sequence A! —*P~+C is
denoted by aE. We construct Eβ dually.

LEMMA 3. The pushout diagram E —> aE is characterized by the
property that any morphism (θa, , ) from E to F factors through
a unique morphism (β, , •) from aE to F. Dually, the pullback
diagram Eβ —> E is characterized by the property that any morphism
( , , βθ) from F to E factors through a unique morphism ( , , θ)
from F to Eβ.

Proof. Follows immediately from the universal properties of
pushouts and pullbacks.

THEOREM 4. If E is a sequence, then

= E{ββ2)

(aE)β = a(Eβ)
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Proof. All three equalities follow easily by diagram chasing
using the characterizations of the preceding lemma.

THEOREM 5. // E is right exact, then aE is right exact. If
E is left exact, then Eβ is left exact. Hence if aE is left exact
and Eβ is right exact, then {aE)β = a(Eβ) is exact.

Proof. Let the situation E—*aE be written out as

A9-*-* B'-?-> c.

Suppose φf = 0. Then φf'a = 0 so φXf = 0. Hence ^λ = θg for a
unique θ. We shall show that φ = θg'. Now φf' = O = θg'f and
φ\ = θg = θg'X, so φ — θg' kills both λ and /' . But since B' is a
pushout, we have φ — θg' = 0. The second statement is proved
dually. The third is immediate from the first two and Theorem 4.

Our objective is to define Ext (C, A). An element of Ext (C, A)
should be an exact sequence. Moreover we would like Ext (C, A) to
be a functor. In abelian categories if a: A—+ A' we get a map from
Ext (C, A) to Ext (C, A') by taking E to αi?. In pre-abelian cate-
gories aE need not be exact even when E is, as we saw in the category
of abelian p-groups with no elements of infinite height. Accordingly
we restrict our attention to those exact sequence that remain exact
upon composition with maps.

DEFINITION. An exact sequence E is said to be a stable if aE
and Eβ are exact for all maps a and β. A map is said to be a
stable kernel (cokernel) if it is the kernel (cokernel) map in a stable
exact sequence.

If E is exact, then aE is right exact by Theorem 5. Hence if
the kernel of E is semi-stable, then aE is exact. Dually, if the
cokernel of E is semi-stable, then Eβ is exact. So if the kernel and
cokernel of E are semi-stable, then E is stable. Conversely if E is
stable, then its kernel and cokernel are clearly semi-stable. By
Theorems 4 and 5 if E is stable, then so are aE and Eβ.

3* The five lemma* The proof of the five lemma in an easy
diagram chase if you have elements. In a pre-abelian category the
notion of a stable cokernel allows this diagram chase to be carried
out using pullbacks.

THEOREM 6. Let E be an exact sequence with a semi-stable
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cokernel, and let E' be a left exact sequence. If (1, φ,ϊ):E—*E',
then φ is an isomorphism.

Proof. Consider the diagram

g'

where the rows are Eg', E and E'. Then g'(φX — σ) = 0 so
φX — a = f'p for some p: X—> A since / ' = ker #\ We have
f'pξ = λ̂<f = / ' so /Of = 1 since / ' is monic. Thus (1 — ξp)ξ = 0 so
there is a Θ: B' —> X such that θσ — 1 — f p since g is a semi-stable
cokernel and hence σ = coker f. In particular |0#σ = 0 and σθσ = σ
so, since σ is epic, we have pθ = 0 and 0*0 = 1. Then ^λ# =
(/'/O + σ)θ = 1. Moreover 0 is monic for if ^S = 0 then gδ = #'0δ = 0
so S = fε, since / = ker g, and we have 0 = φδ = ^/ε = /'ε so ε, and
hence <?, is 0. Thus φXθφ = ^ so λ ^ = 1 and λ# = 0"1.

COROLLARY 7. // ^ and F are exact, either E or F is stable,
and (a, , β): E —>F, then aE = Fβ in the sense that there is a map
(1, φ, 1): aE-+Fβ such that φ is an isomorphism.

Proof. By duality it suffices to consider the case where E is
stable. By Lemma 3 the map (a, ,β):E—+F factors through a
unique map (1, -,β):aE—>F which factors through a unique map
(1, -,ϊ):aE-+Fβ. Since aE is stable exact and Fβ is left exact
the conclusion follows from Theorem 6.

The five lemma need not hold for exact sequences that are not
stable. We will give an example where it fails, in the category of
valuated abelian groups, at the end of the paper.

4. The functor Ext* We define Ext (C, A) to be the set of
stable exact sequences A —• —* C where two sequences are considered
equal if there is a map (1A, φ, lc) between them with φ an
isomorphism. Then Theorems 4 and 5 imply that Ext (C, A) is a
bif unctor — covariant in A and contra variant in C. To turn
Ext (C, A) into an abelian group we define the usual Baer sum of
two stable exact sequences Et and E2 by
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where Δ\G—»C0C is the diagonal map and P:A@A—>A is the
codiagonal map. The proof that this turns Ext (C, A) into an abelian
group follows MacLane [3, pp. 70-71], The only difficulty that is
peculiar to the present situation is the stability of E1 0 E2.

THEOREM 8. // E1 and E2 are stable exact sequences, then
Eιζ&E2 is a stable exact sequence.

Proof. Let Et be Ai^Bi-*Ct. The map AL0 A2 -> B, φ A2 is
a pushout of Aγ—>Bγ and so is a semi-stable kernel. The map
B1 Θ -As~*• B1 Θ B* is a pushout of A2 —> i?2 and so is a semi-stable
kernel. By Theorem 2 the map At φ A2 —• JBX 0 2?2 is a semi-stable
kernel. Dually the map Bλ φ B2 —> d 0 C2 is a semi-stable cokernel.
Thus Eι 0 ^ is stable exact.

We now have all we need to follow the proof in [3, pp. 70-71]
that Ext (C, A) is an abelian group, and in fact an additive bifunctor.

5* Products of stable maps* As in the case of proper monies
in relative homological algebra in abelian categories, the key to
proving exactness of the sequence of Ext's at one point is that the
product of stable kernels (cokernels) is a stable kernel (cokernel).

THEOREM 9. If f and g are stable kernels, then gfis a stable kernel.

Proof. LetA-^B^ B/A and B C-+C/B be stable exact se-
quences. Consider the diagram

B
f

l 1
C-

I '
G-

B/A

λ

CIA

\'
M

where {gf)r is a cokernel of gf and the lower right hand square is
a pullback. Since gf is a semi-stable kernel it suffices to show that
v is the cokernel of μ. Consider the diagram

B
h'

M

CIA

C/B
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where gr and λ' are cokernels of g and λ, and the right hand square
is a pullback, so the top row is exact. There is a unique map
ε: G —• Y such that φε = p and h'ε = v since 7 is a pullback and
χ/7i> = X'(gf)'ρ = g'p. Consider the map from Y to C/A given by

7ft' - (gf)'φ .

Then λ'Ύft' - X'(gf)'φ = 0V - flfy = 0 so 7ft' - (flr/)V = λ # because λ
is a kernel since g is a stable kernel. Consider the pullback diagram

A^UZ^U Y

θ

f f

A — B — B/A .
Define σ: Z ~>G by vσ = Ka! and pσ = gβ + φa'. This is OK because
G is a pullback and

(0/)'(0£ + φa') = Xf'β + (flr/)Vα' = ™a' + (flr/)Vα' = ihfaf .

Define σ*:G—> Z by odσ* = ε and β̂α* = 0. This is ok because Z is
a pullback and λ#ε = (Ύh' - (gf)'φ)ε = ΎV - (gf)'ρ = 0 and λ is a
kernel so θε = 0. Since pσσ* = (gβ + ^α')σ* = ε̂ = p and wσ* =
h'a'σ* = ft'ε = v, we have σcΓ* = 1.

Suppose ζ: G —> W and £μ = 0. Then vσa = h'a'a = 0 and
pσa = gβa = 0/, so σa = μ so ίσα = 0 so fσ = τcί for some r: Y—> W.
Define β*:B->Z by α'/9* = -ft and /S/5* = 1. This is ok because
— θh = f since λ/' = (gf)'g = —Xθh and λ is a kernel. So τh =
-τα'/S* = -ζσβ*. Now w^* = ft'α'^* = 0 and |(?σ/S* = g - f̂t = 0,
so 073* = 0 so τh — 0 so τ = δh' for some δ: M—>W. It remains to
show that δv = f. But δi σ = δft'α' = τα' = ξσ, so δi; = δvσσ* = ξσσ* = f.
The map δ is unique because v is epic since vσ = ft'α'.

We have the following converse to Theorem 9.

THEOREM 10. // fg is a (stable) kernel, and f is a semi-stable
kernel, then g is a (stable) kernel.

Proof. Consider the following diagram where /', gf, and (fg)'
are the cokernels of /, g, and fg.

1' 1'

G\B.
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We shall show that the upper right square is a pullback, which
proves the theorem by Theorems 4 and 5. Suppose λ^ = (fg)'ψ.
Then 0 = μXφ = μ(fg)'ψ = f'ψ, so ψ = fθ for a unique θ. We must
show that g'θ = ψ. But Xg'θ = (fg)'fθ = (fg)'ψ = λ^ and λ is a
kernel since / is a semi-stable kernel. Thus g'θ = ^ and 5 is a
pullback.

6* T h e 3 x 3 lemma* The proof of the 3 x 3 lemma is another
exercise in translating element chases to pullbacks.

THEOREM 11. If in the commutative diagram

f f

A — B ^—

C — D -Ϊ-

CIA — DIB — G

£fce rows αwcί ίfeβ ^ r s ί two columns are stable exact, then the last
column is stable exact.

Proof. We first show that X = coker μ. Now Xg' = fe'jS' is epic,
so X is epic. Suppose ζμ = 0. Then fμ/' = f#'/9 = 0 so ξg' = ^/3' for
some 0 since /3' = coker β. Then ^Λα' = φβ'g — ζg'g = 0 so φh — 0
so 0 — ψfc' for some ψ since /?,' is the cokernel of h. We must show
that ψX — ξ. But ψXg' = ψh'β' = $S' = fβr' and ^' is epic. So
X = coker μ.

Next we show that μ is monic by showing that ker μ = 0.
Consider the pullback diagram

Since p is epic, because / ' is stable, it sufficies to show that
(ker μ)p = f'σ = 0. Now βr'/3σ = μf'σ = 0 so βσ — gτ for some
r: X->C. Thus ha'τ = /SV = ^'/Sσ = 0 so α'r = 0 so τ = aθ for
some θ: X-+A. Hence βσ = gτ — gaθ = /9/<9 which implies, since β
is monic, that σ = fθ, whereupon f'σ = ffθ = 0 and we have shown
that μ is monic.

To show that μ = ker λ, suppose ζλ = 0 and consider the pullback
diagram
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4
ψ a'D-H-+D/C.

We have h'β'σ = Xg'σ = Xζp = 0 so /3'α = Aδ for some δ: Y^C/A.
Consider the pullback diagram

•17 ί
C — C/A .

We have /3'#ε = ha'ε = ftδτ = /3'oτ, so /3'(oτ — ̂ rβ) = 0 so στ — gε = /9̂
for some φ: Z -+B. Now μ/V = #'A£ = f/'στ kills ker τ and μ is
monic, so f'φ = vτ for some v\ Y—+B/A since τ is the pullback of
the stable cokernel a'. Similarly μvτ = μf'φ = gr'/3̂  = flf'σr, so
μv = flrV = ξp kills ker ^, so v = ηp for some η: X-+B/A since |O is
a pullback of the stable cokernel g'. But μ |̂0 — μv = ξp and ^ is
epic, so μη = f, and since μ is monic, )y is unique. This completes
the proof that the last column is exact. Finally, Xg' — h'β' is a
stable cokernel by Theorem 9 (or rather its dual) and hence X is a
stable cokernel by the dual of Theorem 10.

7* The long exact Ext sequences* We can define the groups
Ext" (C, A) for n = 0, 1 by letting Ext0 (C, A) - Horn (C, A) and
Ext1 (C, A) = Ext (C, A). The elements of Ext" (C, A) f or n > 1 are
Yoneda composites

where JB< e Ext (Xi9 Xi+1) and Xί = C and Xn+1 = A subject to the
usual equivalence relation (see [3, pp. 82-87]). There are no further
problems in pursuing the usual treatment of "Ext without projec-
tives." In particular the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [3] goes through
giving us

THEOREM 12. Let E be a stable exact sequence A—>B—*C in a
pre-abelian category, and let G be any object in that category. Then
we get an exact sequence of abelian groups

1 (B, G) — Ext""1 (A, G) -> Ext" (C, G) -> Ext" (B, G) -> Ext" (A, G)

for n = 1,2, .

8* Relative theories* Quite often in abelian categories we are
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more interested in a relative homological algebra than in the absolute
one. For example we may wish to study purity in abelian groups.
The same holds true in pre-abelian categories, as we shall see in
the case of topological abelian groups and valuated abelian groups.
Instead of considering all sequences in Ext (C, A), we select a subset
Pext (C, A) of proper exact sequences such that

1. If E e Pext (C, A) and a: A — A', then aE e Pext (C, A').
2. If E e Pext (C, A) and β: C -+ C, then Eβ e Pext (C, A).
3. If E1 e Pext (d, Λ) and £72 6 Pext (C2, A2), then £7, © E2 is in

Pext (dec,, Λ0Λ).
4. If A £ £ - > £ / A and BQC-+C/B are proper exact, then

A Q C—+C/A is proper exact.

5. If Ker/—>A—+ B and Ker</ —>!?—»C are proper exact, then

Ker gf—>A^C is proper exact.
A kernel (cokernel) is called proper if it is the kernel (cokernel) of a
proper exact sequence. We could, equivalently, write down properties
that must be satisfied by proper kernels (or proper cokernels). Note
that 4 says that the product of proper kernels is a proper kernel,
and 5 says that the product of proper cokernels is a proper cokernel.
These five properties imply that Pext (C, A) is a subgroup of
Ext (C, A). Actually, property 3 is redundant and can be derived
from 1 and 4, or 2 and 5, as in the proof of Theorem 8. More
useful is a remarkable theorem proved by Nunke [2] in abelian
categories, that properties 4 and 5 are equivalent. The proof for
pre-abelian categories follows Nunke's argument.

THEOREM 13. If products of proper cokernels are proper, then
products of proper kernels are proper.

Proof. Suppose A —* B —> B/A and B ^C^ C/B are proper exact.

We wish to show that the exact sequence A -̂ -> C -^—> C/A is proper.
The map h: B/A —> C/A is a (proper) kernel since it is a pushout of
g:B—+C. Let ^ and πt be the injection and projection on the i t h

factor of B/A φ C and consider the diagram

4 , I*
C > C/B

which commutes since

kV{h φ (gfϊ) = vφ φ k)(h θ (gf)') = V{kh φ %/>') = T(0 Θ gr) = g'π2.
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We shall show that the diagram is a pullback. Suppose g'φ — kψ.
If we want a map λ into B/A 0 C such that ττ2λ = <f> and

then we must have

x + c2φ) - ΛTΓΛ + {gf)'φ

so we need ftj^λ = ψ — (gf)'φ. But /b(̂  — (gf)'Φ) = kψ — g'φ — 0 so
such a map ^λ exists and is unique. Conversely, the same calcula-
tions show that if we define λ by 7Γ2λ = φ and Λ^λ = ψ — (gf)'φ,
then π2λ = φ and F(Λ 0 (gf)')X = ^. Thus the diagram is a pullback.

The map (/' 0 1): B©C^fi/4 0 C is a proper cokernel since it
is a pullback of /'. Hence the map 5 φ C - > C / A given by

r(h θ (<//)')(/' θ 1) = W 0 (<//)') = (ff/)T(flr 0 1)

is a proper cokernel, so (gf)' is a proper cokernel (it is an easy con-
sequence of property 1 and the five lemma that if aβ is a proper
cokernel then so is a).

The same comments made in the last section apply here, and
we get Theorem 12 with E a proper exact sequence and Extπ replaced
by Pext\

9* Pre-abelian categories from radicals* One way pre-abelian
categories arise is as full subcategories of abelian categories. Recall
that a radical R in an abelian category is a functorial subobject
such that R(A/R(A)) = 0 for every object A.

THEOREM 14. If R is a radical in an abelian category J^, then
the full subcategory S^ of objects A such that R(A) — 0 is a pre-
abelian category in which every cokernel is semi-stable.

Proof If / is a map in *$f then any kernel of / in j y is in
Sf and serves as a kernel there. If g: B—>C is a cokernel of / in Jzf,
then hg is a cokernel of / in Sf where h is the map C—>C/R(C).
To see that cokernels are semi-stable it suffices to observe that g is
a cokernel in £f if and only if g is a cokernel in Szf whose domain
and range are in S^ and that pullbacks in S? are pullbacks when
viewed in

If we let R be the radical R(A) = pωA — Π pnA in the category
of abelian groups J^f we get the pre-abelian category Sf of abelian
groups with no elements of infinite p-height. The exact sequences
A—+B-+C in S? are simply those sequences in &* which are exact
in Sf. Since every cokernel is semi-stable, Ext will be determined
if we characterize the semi-stable kernels.
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THEOREM 15. Let S^ be the category of abelian groups with no
elements of infinite p-height. Let B be in S^ and let AQ B be a
subgroup. Then A is a semi-stable (and hence stable) kernel in S^
if and only if

( i ) A is p-adically closed in B, i.e., BjA has no elements of
infinite p-height, and

(ii) The p-adic topology on A is the relative topology induced
by the p-adic topology on B, i.e., for each m there is an n such
that A Π PnB £ pmA.

Proof. Suppose (i) and (ii) hold and consider the pushout
diagram

A £ B

A! >B'

in the category of abelian groups, where Af e SΊ It suffices to show
that Br 6 ̂  Now

B' = (A' © B)/K where K = {(aa, -a):aeA} .

Suppose (a', b)eA'®B represents an element of infinite p-height
in B'. By (i) we may assume that b has maximum p-height in
b + A. If b Φ 0, then the p-height of {af + aa, b — a) is bounded,
contradicting the assumption that (a', b) represents an element of
infinite p-height in Bf. Hence we may assume that 6 = 0. So there
must exist elements aneA such that (ar — aany an) has arbitrarily
large height in A! 0 B. Hence an —> 0 in B, and therefore also in
A by (ii), while aan~*a' in A'. Thus aan—^0 and ααw -> α', whence
α' = 0.

Conversely, suppose A is a semi-stable kernel and an—*Q in B.
We must show that αΛ —> 0 in A. Let a: A —> Z(pm)> where Z{pm)
is the cyclic group of order pm, and consider the pushout diagram

A S B

•I I
Z{pm) >B' .

Then a(an) = 0 eventually, for otherwise we would have 0 Φ t e Z(pm)
such that t = a{an) for infinitely many n, giving t infinite height in
Br. So an must be eventually in pmA (or we could find a bad a).
Since this holds for arbitrary m, we have αM—>0 in A.

10* Topological abelian groups* Another way in which pre-
abelian categories arise is by imposing additional structure on the
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objects of an abelian category. In the category of (Hausdorff)
topological abelian groups the kernel of a map f: A-+B is its group
kernel, and the cokernel of / is gotten by dividing B by the closure
of f(A) and imposing the quotient topology. Thus kernels are
precisely the closed subgroups and cokernels are the onto maps that
are open (since the map onto a quotient group with the quotient
topology is open).

THEOREM 16. In the category of topological abelian groups
every exact sequence is stable.

Proof. Let A—+B-+C be an exact sequence, let a: A—>Af and
consider the diagram

A! >{A'®B)IK

where K = {(αα, — a): ae A}. To show that this is a pushout it
suffices to prove that K is closed in A! φ B and hence {A! φ B)/K,
with the quotient topology from A! φ B, is Hausdorff. Suppose
« b) <£ K. Then, if b$A, we have {a'f b) e A' φ (B\A) which is an
open set disjoint from K. If be A, then — ab Φ ar so we can find
disjoint open sets Ur and V in A! so that a'e U' and —abeVf.
Then — a~1Vf = i ( Ί F for some open set V in B. So (α', b) is hi
the open set IF φ V which is disjoint from K for if v eV Γ\ A then
a( — v)e V which is disjoint from U'.

To show that A Q B is a semi-stable kernel we must show that
A' is imbedded homeomorphically as a closed subset of (A' φ B)jK.
It is certainly mapped one-to-one and continuously into (A' φ B)/K.
Moreover its image is the kernel of the induced map (A' φ B)/K —> B/A
so it is a closed subset. To show that the imbedding is a home-
omorphism, suppose U £ A! is an open set containing zero. Choose
an open set V £ A' such that V + V £ U and 0 6 V. Then ccιV
is open is A and so a~ιV = A f] W for some open set W in B. Now
( F φ W)/K is an open set in (A'Q)B)/K containing zero. We claim
that i ' n ( ( F φ W)IK) S U. In fact if (v, w) + (aa, -a) = (v + aa, 0),
then w = a so aa e V so v + aa e U.

To show that the cokernel Θ:B—+C is semi-stable, let 7:C—>C
and consider the pullback diagram

1
x
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where X = {(b, c') e £ 0 C": θb = 7c'}. To show that 9 is an open
map, suppose £7 £ X is an open set containing zero. Then there
exist open sets F £ ΰ and W Q C containing zero such that
(VQW)ΠXQU. We may assume that 7W Q ΘV since ΘV is open.
Thus W £ φU.

The locally compact abelian groups form a full subcategory of
the topological abelian groups that is closed under kernels, cokernels,
and extensions. Hence the exact sequences in this category are also
all stable and of the form A Q B —• B/A where A is closed in B and
B-+BJA is an open map. Moskowitz [4] studied this set-up,
determining the projectives and injectives. With these he defined
Ext via resolutions for those groups that had them, which are very
few. The theory we present defines Ext% (C, A) in a natural way
for any pair of locally compact abelian groups and any n. It is an
easy consequence of the exact sequence of Ext's that this agrees
with the resolution definition whenever resolutions exist.

Back in the category of topological abelian groups we obtain a
relative theory if we consider the class of exact sequences A-+B-+C
which split as topological spaces in the sense that the map B-+C
admits a continuous cross-section. It is easily checked that these
sequences form a proper class. This is the natural setting for
free topological abelian groups which are projective here and allow
one to define the relative Έxtn in terms of projective resolutions.
Nummela [1] uses these resolutions to determine that the relative
projective dimension of a compact abelian group is 1.

11* Valuated abelian p-groups* This was the motivating ex-
ample for the theory presented in this paper. Let p be a fixed
prime. Then a valuation v on an abelian p-group G assigns to each
xeG an ordinal number vx, or the symbol c>o, such that

(1) v(x + y) ^ min (vx, vy)
(2 ) vpx > vx
(3) vux = vx if p does not divide u.

Such objects arise naturally in abelian group theory as subgroups
G Q H where v is the height function on H restricted to G. The
category of valuated abelian groups will be the subject of a forth-
coming paper by the authors. We state here, without proof, some
of the results of that paper.

(1) A map i - > ΰ is a stable kernel if and only if A is a
subgroup of B with the induced valuation, and every coset of A
contains an element of maximum value.

(2) A map B~>C is a semi-stable cokernel if and only if B
maps onto C and every element c of C comes from an element in B
whose value is arbitrarily close to the value of c (in particular if
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the value of c is ~ or a nonlimit, then it must come from an
element of the same value).

The category of valuated p-groups provides an example of the
failure of the five lemma for exact sequences. Let G be a p-group
such that pωG is not divisible, and let B be a basic subgroup of G.
Let H be the valuated group gotten from G by setting vx equal to
the height of x if x $ pwG and vx = oo if x e pωG. Then we have
the five lemma set-up

B >H > D

B >G > D

where D is the divisible group G/B. But G and H are clearly not
isomorphic as valuated groups.
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